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Welcome to Sumosan Twiga




		                            	Our Story
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A visionary partnership

Launched in November 2016, Sumosan Twiga is the result of a visionary partnership between the master of Japanese cuisine, Sumosan, and the brand Twiga. Located in London’s luxurious Knightsbridge neighbourhood, our exclusive venue offers a unique blend of sophistication, culinary excellence, and vibrant nightlife.
As you enter, you’ll be greeted with three floors offering a vibrant restaurant with a sophisticated à la carte menu, background music on the first floor, and a dynamic ambience with both à la carte and bar menu, and DJ set on the second floor, and a club.
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A unique essence

Our unique essence is inspired by the exquisite beauty of Japanese culture blended with the timeless magic of Italian tradition. Whether you’re a local resident or a visitor to this bustling city, Sumosan Twiga in London offers an unforgettable experience.






Commitment to excellence
Sumosan is a highly acclaimed contemporary Japanese restaurant founded in 1997, that has garnered numerous awards and international critical praise for its exceptional standard of cuisine. The food is an elegant modernisation of traditional Japanese cuisine, combining high-quality ingredients with bold, intense flavours. Dishes are authentic yet innovative, designed to be shared at the table.
Sumosan’s commitment to excellence through outstanding food, exceptional service and genuine passion for hospitality has earned a loyal following over the years and positioned the family-owned brand amongst the best within the industry.




                                Discover Sumosan
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Italian and New-Asian dining experience in London

At Sumosan Twiga, you can experience unblemished service as you enjoy exquisite flavours of Italy and Japan. Enjoy the sophistication and allure of our à la carte menu, carefully crafted by our expert chefs to blend traditional Italian recipes with contemporary twists.






A world of flavours


From sushi platters and fresh fish to exquisite pasta our menu is a testament to the richness and diversity of Italian and Japanese cuisine. Savour each bite as you enjoy our menu that showcases the finest ingredients. At our exclusive restaurant in London, we offer a tailored culinary journey for each and every guest from the moment they arrive to the second they leave.                                     





                                        The Restaurant
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Escape with every sip                        
African and Japanese mastered mixology

Our high-end bar combines a vibrant atmosphere with a sophisticated dining experience to dazzle our guests throughout their whole night. Take a seat at our exclusive bar in London whilst sipping on speciality cocktails crafted by our mixologists who blend the African roots of the brand with the delicate nuances of Japan’s flavours. Whether you get the night started with our adventurous cocktails, unwind with a glass of fine wine, or celebrate with a bottle of champagne, our bar is the perfect place to share memories with friends and loved ones.







                            The Bar
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Our exclusive nightlife

Join us at our exclusive club in London where the energy is electrifying, and the beats are vibrant. Dance the night away indulging in a multisensorial experience like no other. At
Twiga London, we pride ourselves on delivering an unparalleled nightlife experience. Our club boasts a state-of-the-art sound system and immersive lighting that combine to create a dynamic ambience, ensuring you’ll be on the dance floor all night long.






A club offering glamour and enjoyment


For those seeking exclusivity, we offer an array of versatile spaces, premium bottle service, and meticulously curated private table packages. With a host of talented DJs and dazzling entertainment, our high-end club stands as the quintessential destination for London’s best nightlife. When the pursuit of the extraordinary beckons, Sumosan Twiga awaits.                                    





                                        The Club
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Our location                        
Where to find us

Telephone: +44 (0)203 096 0222

Address: 165 Sloane Street, SW1X 9QB, London

Instagram: @sumosantwiga







                            Get directions









Contact                            
Get in touch











Do you want to sit with us?								



Be in the know and find out about the latest events from Twiga.		                    


















Choose Your Prefered Location
Twiga Monte Carlo
Twiga Forte Dei Marmi
Twiga Rome
Twiga Doha
Sumosan Twiga London




	

Do you agree to our Privacy Policy ?
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Cookie Policy
We use cookies to improve your experience
We are using cookies to improve your experience on our website and to show you personalised content. You can allow all or manage them individually.


Accept All
Reject All
Manage
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You can adjust your cookie preferences below.
This website uses cookies so that we can provide you with the best user experience possible. Cookie information is stored in your browser and performs functions such as recognising you when you return to our website and helping our team to understand which sections of the website you find most interesting and useful. More information about our Cookie Policy.



Essential CookiesEssential Cookies are enabled at all times so that we can save your preferences for cookie settings. These cookies do not collect any personal or sensitive information or IP addresses. Furthermore, the information they store is not sent to any 3rd parties.


Enable or Disable Cookies








Analytical CookiesThis website uses third party cookies such as Google Analytics to collect anonymous information, for example the number of visitors to the site, and the most popular pages.
Keeping this cookie enabled helps us to improve our website.


Enable or Disable Cookies





Please enable Strictly Necessary Cookies first so that we can save your preferences!
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